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protect against any one failure prematurely ending the 
mission. It provides a fixed solar array/sunshield that 
allows operations over the full field of regard (see 
§3.10).  

The SDT charter specified that the WFIRST-2.4 
observatory be serviceable. For this study, it was de-
cided to provide servicing at a module level, i.e. an 
entire instrument or a spacecraft module containing 
multiple electronics boxes. The modularity will also be 
a benefit during integration and test of the observato-
ry (see Figure 3-3). On the payload side, an instru-
ment carrier was designed to attach to the existing 
telescope metering structure interfaces and provide 
volumes for two instrument modules. The instrument 
carrier provides mechanical latches, with design her-
itage from HST, to interface the instrument modules 
to the carrier, contains harness to route power and 
data between the spacecraft and the instrument mod-
ules, and provides thermal isolation between the two 
instrument volumes.  

High-accuracy pointing, knowledge, and stability 
are all required to resolve galaxy shapes and precise-
ly revisit both the microlensing and SN fields and 
support coronagraphy. Pointing to between 54˚ and 
126˚ off the Sun enables the observation of micro-

Figure 3-3: WFIRST-2.4 Observatory configuration featur-
ing the 2.4-m telescope, two modular instruments and a 
modular spacecraft. bus 
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Figure 3-2: WFIRST-2.4 payload optical block diagram. 
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and thermal distortions while providing superior stiff-
ness and stability. The structure has active thermal 
control (heaters) and is isolated from the solar array 
by the OBA to minimize heat transfer into the tele-
scope and instrument bay.   

The two telescope mirrors feed both a wide field 
instrument (see Figure 3-6), with a wide field of view 
channel and an integral field unit, and an optional 
nearly on-axis (in field) coronagraph instrument. The 
wide field channel includes a tertiary so that the sys-
tem acts as a three mirror anastigmat (TMA); the oth-
er channels correct the residual aberrations in the first 
two mirrors. The overall three-mirror system is able to 
achieve excellent optical performance over a relative-
ly wide FOV. The most important performance re-
quirement for the telescope to enable the WFIRST-
2.4 science is stability. Based on the low expansion 
materials, the thermal design, and the active heater 
control, the wavefront stability delivered to the wide 
field imager is modeled to be <0.15 nm rms over one 
24-hour GEO orbit thermal cycle.  

The telescope electronics were not included with 
the 2.4-m telescope. The current plan is to upgrade 
most of the electronics with the current commercial 
products. The electronics architecture is a traditional 
hierarchical design from spacecraft avionics through 
telescope control to local boxes to peripheral devices 

and heaters. The telescope control electronics are 
located in an electronics box in the spacecraft and 
perform higher control functions such as commanding 
actuators and managing thermal set-points. These 
higher-level commands are sent through cabling to 
local boxes on the telescope where they are convert-
ed to low-level signals and sent to the devices them-
selves. Each subsystem has a similar functional con-
tent with heaters, thermal sensors, and actuators. The 
exception to this overall architecture is control of tele-
scope survival heaters. They are controlled directly by 
the spacecraft avionics to ensure operation in the 
event of an intermediate electronic failure. 

The cost, schedule, and technical risk associated 
with the telescope development have already been 
significantly mitigated; the telescope hardware and 
supporting GSE largely exists and spare parts are 
available for most of the components. New stray light 
baffles, new thermal blankets, and new electronics 
derived from commercial products are low risk modifi-
cations.  

3.3 Wide-Field Instrument 
The wide-field instrument is divided into two 

modules, a cold instrument module (referred to as the 

Figure 3-5: The telescope entrance pupil 

 

 

Figure 3-4: The telescope components without the outer 
barrel assembly. 

Figure 3-6: Ray trace through the telescope to the wide 
field channel intermediate focus. 
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•  口径：2.4m (HSTと同じ)、NRO（国家偵察局）から譲渡 	
•  28.5 度傾斜静止軌道(ロボットサービス) or L2(アトラス V 541 )	
•  広視野分光撮像・コロナグラフ装置　	
      可視光・近赤外（0.6-2μm）270K	
•  寿命：５年＋１年	
 
  
 

$10M over FY13 & $56M over FY14 for WFIRST 
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弱重力レンズによる暗黒物質分布 
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ly dark matter and thus can only be detected gravita-
tionally. The WFIRST-2.4 HLS’s unique combination of 
spatial resolution, infrared observations and wide area 
will provide mass maps that have extremely high scien-
tific impact. Mapping the large-scale distribution of dark 
matter can help identify and eliminate systematic ef-
fects: unexpected spatial variations in the mass distri-
bution can hint at exciting new physics but could also 
indicate observational systematics not discoverable via 
a power spectrum measurement like the one that will be 
used to constrain dark energy via the HLS.  

2.3.3 Kinematics of Stellar Streams in our Local 
Group of Galaxies 

 One of the important auxiliary science products 
that will result from the resolution and sensitivity of the 
HLS is absolute proper motions for a very large number 
of field stars. From the ground, only bright galaxies and 
quasars can be used as high-precision absolute astro-
metric reference points. Unfortunately, their low density 
requires either very wide-field transformations or a 
bootstrapping approach that measures a target star rel-
ative to its local field population and larger field popula-
tion relative to fixed reference points.  WFIRST-2.4 will 
provide access to an enormous number of slightly re-
solved medium-brightness galaxies, and absolute mo-

tions can be measured directly within the field of each 
detector.  

This local approach to measuring absolute motions 
has recently been used in the optical with HST to 
measure the absolute motions of the globular clusters, 
LMC, SMC, dwarf spheroidals and even M31, in addi-
tion to individual hyper-velocity and field stars. The 
strategy involves constructing a template for each gal-
axy so that a consistent position can be measured for it 
in exposures taken at different epochs. This template 
can be convolved with the PSF to account for any varia-
tions in focus or changes of the PSF with location on 
the detector. The same approach that worked with HST 
in the optical should work with WFIRST-2.4 in the IR. 
The WFIRST-2.4 detector pixel scale and sensitivity 
should be very similar to that of HST’s WFC3/IR detec-
tor pixel scale. HST images of the Ultra Deep Field 
through the F160W (1.6 micron) passband show that 
there should be about 30 galaxies per square arcminute 
for which WFIRST-2.4 could measure a position to bet-
ter than 5 mas in a 360 second exposure (see Figure 
2-14). This gives us about 500 reference objects in 
each WFIRST-2.4 detector chip, enabling us to tie 
down the absolute frame to better than 0.5 mas in each 
exposure. The HLS 2-year baseline would allow abso-
lute motions to be derived with systematic accuracies of 

Figure 2-12: Mass density contours around the cluster MACS J1206.2-0848 derived from a ground-based weak 
lensing survey with Subaru (red) vs. a weak lensing study with HST/ACS+WFC3 (white). The 10x higher sur-
face density of lensed galaxies achieved from space yields ~3x higher spatial resolution maps. The HST data 
shown here is representative of the WFIRST-2.4 HLS. WFIRST-2.4 will make a map of this quality over 2,000 
square degrees as part of its high latitude survey, a thousand-fold increase over the HST COSMOS mass map. 

WFIRSTで５億個の	
銀河の形を測定 	
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　WFIRST-AFTA観測計画概要 
Ø 暗黒エネルギー/修正重力(~2.5年) 
   

u High Latitude Survey (HLS)（銀河分布） 
       2000平方度、撮像(YJH)＋分光 (R~800) Y<26.7,  J<26.9,  H<26.7, F184W<26.2 
　　　・弱い重力レンズ現象（WL） 
        ・Red shift space distortion (RSD) 

・Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) 
 

u Ia型超新星探査 
       　5, 9, 27平方度、撮像モニタリング＋IFU分光 (R~100) 
                       

Ø 系外惑星： 
u 重力マイクロレンズ観測 (~1年) 

     

    　　　銀河系中心方向、大軌道半径惑星の分布 
　 

u コロナグラフ観測(~1年) 
　　　　　　可視、コントラスト 10-9,  IWA 0.2” 
  

Ø Guest Observer 観測（25%,1.5年） 

暗黒物質、構造進化	

️宇宙の加速膨張史	



期待される成果の例	
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ble era in probing the first 1 billion years of cosmic his-
tory.  

2.3.2 Mapping Dark Matter on Intermediate and 
Large Scales 

Clusters of galaxies are important tracers of cosmic 
structure formation. All of their mass components in-
cluding dark matter, ionized gas and stars are directly 
or indirectly observable. By its design, the HLS will be 
superbly suited to mapping weak lensing signatures. 
The signal-to-noise ratio of the shear signal is propor-
tional to the square root of the surface density on the 
sky of galaxies that can be used to map the lensing. 
The WFIRST-2.4 HLS will produce catalogs with sur-
face densities of 60 – 70 galaxies per square arcminute 
in a single passband and potentially as high as 80 – 
100 galaxies per square arcminute in co-added multi-
band images. Achieving such densities for weak lensing 
measurements has already been demonstrated with the 
WFC3/IR camera on the Hubble Space Telescope. The 
WFIRST-2.4 HLS will thus enable WL maps that are a 
factor 3 – 5 higher number density of galaxies than any 
maps produced from the ground (even with 8 to 10 me-
ter telescopes) as illustrated in Figure 2-12. The larger 
telescope and multiple band will produce much more 
robust and higher quality WL maps than Euclid (see 
Figure 2-3). On cluster scales (200 kpc – 2 Mpc), this 

higher galaxy density will allow the dark matter to be 
mapped to a spatial resolution of ~40 – 50 kpc. When 
combined with strong lensing interior to clustocentric 
radii of ~200 kpc, the central dark matter distribution 
can be mapped down to a resolution of 10 – 25 kpc. 
Comparing such maps around the hundreds of inter-
mediate redshift clusters expected in the HLS to those 
from numerically simulated clusters would give us un-
precedented insight into the main mechanisms of struc-
ture formation.  

An especially interesting class of clusters are those 
in the process of merging / colliding (see Figure 2-13) 
where all mass components are interacting directly dur-
ing the creation of cosmic structure. Multiple such mer-
gers have been observed, with the Bullet Cluster being 
the most prominent example.33 Paired with follow-up 
numerical simulations, such systems gave important 
insight into the behavior of the baryonic component34 
and set upper limits on the dark matter self-interacting 
cross section35, which is of great importance in the 
search for the nature of dark matter. Recently, more 
complicated merging systems have been identi-
fied36,37,38 offering a great opportunity to better charac-
terize the nature of cosmic dark matter. The HLS will be 
well suited to producing highly accurate strong and 
weak lensing mass maps in the environs of these in-
formation-rich merging systems.  

On the largest scales (>10 Mpc), the distribution of 
matter can best be measured via weak gravitational 
lensing, owing to the fact that the mass is predominant-

Figure 2-10: Cumulative number of high-z galaxies ex-
pected in the HLS. JWST will be able to follow-up on 
these high z galaxies and make detailed observations of 
their properties. For understanding the earliest galaxies, 
the synergy of a wide-field telescope that can discover 
luminous or highly magnified systems and a large aper-
ture telescope that can characterize them is essential; 
WFIRST-2.4 and JWST are much more powerful than 
either one alone. 

Figure 2-11: The ratio of the cumulative number of high 
redshift galaxies detected with WFIRST-2.4 to the num-
ber detected with a smaller DRM1 version of WFIRST. 
The 2.4 m aperture yields up to 20 times more high-z 
galaxies. 
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If the measurements from the WFIRST-2.4 prime 
mission are limited by statistics --- we have designed 
our requirements on systematic error control with this 
goal --- then the dark energy constraints could be im-
proved considerably with additional observations in an 
extended mission. As an illustration, red, green, and 
cyan bars in Figure 2-8 show the impact of doubling the 
precision (i.e., multiplying all statistical+systematic er-
rors by 0.5) of the WFIRST-2.4 GRS, WL, and SN 

measurements, respectively. If the multi-band imaging 
observations demonstrate good control of systematics, 
then it may be possible to carry out a wider area weak 
lensing survey in H-band only, in which case quadru-

Figure 2-7: Δχ2 = 1 error ellipses on the value of the dark 
energy equation-of-state parameter w at redshift z = 0.47 
(the redshift at which it is best determined by WFIRST-
2.4) and its derivative with respect to expansion factor 
dw/da. The green ellipse, centered here on the cosmolog-
ical constant model (w = -1, dw/da = 0), represents cur-
rent state-of-the-art constraints from a combination of 
CMB, SN, BAO, and H0 data.20 For this figure, we have 
imagined that the true cosmology is w(z=0.47) = -1.022 
and dw/da = -0.18, well within current observational con-
straints. The black ellipse shows the error forecast for 
the baseline WFIRST-2.4 SN, GRS, and WL surveys, com-
bined with CMB data from Planck, a local supernova cali-
brator sample, and BOSS BAO and RSD measurements 
at z < 0.7. The red ellipse shows the “extended” case in 
which the precision of the WFIRST-2.4 measurements 
(but not the Planck, local SN, or BOSS measurements) is 
increased by a factor of two, as a result of a longer ob-
serving program in an extended mission, better control of 
systematic uncertainties, or both. Legends indicate phys-
ically distinct regions of the parameter space: a cosmo-
logical constant (Λ), scalar field models that are “freez-
ing” towards or “thawing” from w = -1, and models with w 
< -1 (often referred to as “phantom energy”) in which in-
creasing acceleration leads to a “big rip” at a finite time 
in the future. 

Figure 2-8: Top: Figure of Merit FoM = [σ(wp)σ(wa)]-1 for 
various assumptions. The blue shaded block shows the 
baseline case of FoM = 990 corresponding to the solid 
black contour of Figure 2-7. The blue dashed block 
shows the forecast FoM = 131 from Stage III experiments 
from Weinberg et al.7 Red and green bars show the effect 
of increasing the measurement precision from the GRS 
or the WL survey by a factor of two, while the blue bar 
shows the effect of increasing both of them by a factor of 
two simultaneously. The cyan bar shows the impact of 
increasing the measurement precision from the SN sur-
vey by a factor of two. The purple bar shows the effect of 
increasing the precision of all three sets of measurement 
components by a factor of two, as described in the text. 
Errors for Planck, local SNe, and BOSS are held fixed 
throughout. Bottom: Same as top, but for the (inverse) 
1σ error on the growth index γ. 

高銀緯領域サーベイ (HLS) での高赤方偏移銀河数 
の累積分布。高赤方偏移銀河は、 JWST や TMT  
で詳細な追観測が可能。初期銀河の理解には、 
広視野のWFIRST-AFTA と大口径の JWST や 
 TMT とのシナジーが非常に強力である。 	
	

WFIRST で期待される暗黒 
エネルギーの状態方程式パラメータ 
 (w, dw/da) の制限の予想。 
(w = −1, dw/da = 0 の場合 
が宇宙定数に対応)	



重力マイクロレンズによる系外惑星探査 



WFIRSTによる地球質量惑星検出 

地球質量惑星による４−５時間の明る
さの変化を捉える。 •  銀河系バルジ内の星3億個 in 2.8 deg.2 

•  15分に１回、２４時間、72日ぶっ続けで観測 
•  ６シーズン（合計1.2年） 
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　(地球質量以下:約2百個） 
 



惑星：３千個 
　(地球質量以下:約2百個） 
浮遊惑星：２千個 
　(地球質量以下:約百個） 
 

水星以外全ての太陽系 
惑星を検出可能 
 
Keplerと合わせて 
全ての種類の惑星の 
分布を解明 

WFIRSTによる惑星検出 

　　　　　軌道半径（天文単位）　　 



AFTA with Coronagraph (option) 
ExoPlanet Exploration Program 

AFTA Coronagraph Instrument 

8 

AFTA Coronagraph Instrument will: 
• Characterize the spectra of over a dozen 

radial velocity planets. 
• Discover and characterize up to a dozen 

more ice and gas giants. 
• Provide crucial information on the physics of 

planetary atmospheres and clues to planet 
formation. 

• Respond to decadal survey to mature 
coronagraph technologies, leading to first 
images of a nearby Earth. 
 

 
 

 

Telescope 

Wide field 
instrument 

Coronagraph  
Instrument 

Exoplanet  
Direct imaging 

Exoplanet  
Spectroscopy 

WFIRST final report May 23, 2013 
http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 

•  With additional ~$100M cost	
•  400-1000nm band pass	
•  10-9 contrast	
•  100 milliarcsec inner working 

angle at 400nm	
•  R=70 spectra and polarization 

at　400-1000 nm	
 

•  近傍の巨大ガス惑星、氷惑星、
超地球の撮像、分光	

•  デブリ円盤	
•  将来の地球型惑星直接観測

（TPF）への技術実証 
 
 
 



GO & Archive sciences 
1.  Open Cluster and Star Forming Region IMFs to Planetary Mass 
2.  Exoplanet via transit and Astrometry 
3.  High-precision IR CMDs of stellar populations. 
4.  Quasars as a Reference Frame for Proper Motion Studies 

(LMC,GB) 
5.  Proper Motions and Parallaxes of Disk and Bulge Stars 

(~10µas/yr) 
6.  White dwarfs. 
7.  Nearby Galaxies 
8.  Galaxy Structure and Morphology 
9.  Evolution of Massive Galaxies 
10. Distant, High Mass Clusters of Galaxies 
11. Obscured Quasars 
12. Strongly Lensed Quasars 
13. Strong Lensing 
14. High‐Redshift Quasars and Reionization 
15. Faint End of the Quasar Luminosity Function 
16. Probing the Epoch of Reionization with Lyman-α Emitters	

 18 
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日本のWFIRST参加への活動  
 •  2010年12月、初期WFIRST Science Definition Team(SDT)に住が参加	

•  2013年  7月、WFIRST-AFTA　SDTにJAXA代表として山田亨（東北大）が参加。	
	

•  2013年８月、「WFIRST 連絡会」立ち上げ。	
　　　山田亨（代表）、住（幹事）、岩田、河合、郷田、児玉、芝井、高田、田村、	

  　　中川、宮崎、諸隈、山田（良）、塩谷、西川、村上、矢野、小谷、川原、柏川、	
　　　田中、井上、成田、鈴木、Haze、Kwon, 大内、松尾（敬称略）他	
   　　約３０人、2-3 か月に１回開催	

	

•  2014年2月、コロナグラフ開発 WACO WG設立	
　　　田村（PI,東大,NAOJ)　小規模プロジェクト枠（国際協力）	
　　　　　早期の具体的検討が必至なコロナグラフ装置検討を先行	
	

•  2015年3月、SDT final report（日本の潜在的興味の表明を記載、他欧州、カナダ、韓国）	

•  2015年8月NASA WFIRST Formulation Science Team公募高田(IPMU)、吉田(東大) 、住	

•  2015-16年、NASAで正式に予算化される見通し。	

全般的なWFIRST WG申請中。（WACOからの発展改組）	
興味のある方は是非参加ください。	
 



-日本独自技術によるマスク開発	
（１）フォトニック結晶技術によるPIAA用焦点面マスク	
（２）スーパーインクジェット技術によるOMC(BLC)用焦点面マスク	
（３）バイナリ瞳マスクコロナグラフ	
コロナグラフへの部分寄与として	
	

-偏光機能の検討	
コロナグラフのための偏光機能の検討	
（装置偏光補正および偏光観測による	
コントラスト向上の検討など）	
偏光は日本が得意	
	

- 赤外PIAA 開発	
赤外線PIAAコロナグラフの光学設計	
コロナグラフバックアッププランへの寄与	

WACOのコロナグラフ装置開発	
日本での具体的開発目標	

10	  μm

戦略的開発経費で昨年製作、村上（北大）	



Heritage of the SPICA  
Coronagraph  
Instrument (SCI)	

Design	 Experiment	

1.  High  stability  vacuum  testbed  in  JAXA/ISAS.
2.  Pupil  masks  for  obscured  pupil  were  designed,  and  fabricaEon  of  

free-‐standing  masks  is  ready.
3.  Non-‐coronagraphic  parts,  e.g.,  mirrors,  filters,  mechanical  changers.
4.  Experiences  are  also  important  heritage?
	

2.7m	
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日本の貢献の可能性 
Hardware: 

l  コロナグラフ(WACO) 
l  Flight calibration system 
l  Integral field spectrograph 
l  Fine guidance sensor 

Non-Hardware: 
l  26GHz Ka-band downlink station (臼田、内之浦) 

l  すばる HSC/PFS 観測による 
　　WFIRSTのphoto-zのキャリブレーション 
l  アーカイブ,データ解析(地上での経験) 
l  地上近赤外観測によるWFIRST観測領域 
　　の最適化（マイクロレンズ） 



Summary 
l  WFIRSTは、大統計量で宇宙の加速膨張、系外惑星を

解明する。	

l  GO program à多くの分野の方の参加が可能。	

l  日本の光赤外コミュニティーは参加に強い興味。	

　(WFIRST連絡会)	

l  日本のコロナグラフ関係者は参加に向けてR&Dを開始
(WACO WG)	

l  すばるHSC/PFSサーベイが強く望まれている。	
l  Subaru/PFSやTMT、SPICAの良いターゲットとなる　	

l  WFIRST WG設立を申請中	

興味のある方は是非参加ください。	

	


